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About the Series: The Turbocharge Your GMAT Series is carefully designed to be clear,

comprehensive, and content-driven. Long regarded as the gold standard in GMAT prep worldwide,

Manhattan Review's GMAT prep books offer professional GMAT instruction for dramatic score

improvement. Now in its updated 6th edition, the full series is designed to provide GMAT test-takers

with complete guidance for highly successful outcomes. As many students have discovered,

Manhattan Review's GMAT books break down the different test sections in a coherent, concise, and

accessible manner. We delve deeply into the content of every single testing area and zero in on

exactly what you need to know to raise your score. The full series is comprised of 16 guides that

cover concepts in mathematics and grammar from the most basic through the most advanced

levels, making them a great study resource for all stages of GMAT preparation. Students who work

through all of our books benefit from a substantial boost to their GMAT knowledge and develop a

thorough and strategic approach to taking the GMAT.  About the Author: Professor Dr. Joern

Meissner has more than 25 years of teaching experience at the graduate and undergraduate levels.

He is the founder of Manhattan Review, a worldwide leader in test prep services, and he created the

original lectures for its first GMAT preparation class. Prof. Meissner is a graduate of Columbia

Business School in New York City, where he received a PhD in Management Science. He has since

served on the faculties of prestigious business schools in the United Kingdom and Germany. He is a

recognized authority in the areas of supply chain management, logistics, and pricing strategy. Prof.

Meissner thoroughly enjoys his research, but he believes that grasping an idea is only half of the

fun. Conveying knowledge to others is even more fulfilling. This philosophy was crucial to the

establishment of Manhattan Review, and remains its most cherished principle.
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Manhattan Review's origin can be traced directly back to an Ivy League MBA classroom in 1999.

While teaching advanced quantitative subjects to MBAs at Columbia Business School in New York

City, Professor Dr. Joern Meissner developed a reputation for explaining complicated concepts in an

understandable way. Remembering their own less-than-optimal experiences preparing for the

GMAT, Prof. Meissner's students challenged him to assist their friends, who were frustrated with

conventional GMAT preparation options. In response, Prof. Meissner created original lectures that

focused on presenting GMAT content in a simplified and intelligible manner, a method vastly

different from the voluminous memorization and so-called tricks commonly offered by others. The

new approach immediately proved highly popular with GMAT students, inspiring the birth of

Manhattan Review.  Since its founding, Manhattan Review has grown into a multi-national

educational services firm, focusing on GMAT preparation, MBA admissions consulting, and

application advisory services, with thousands of highly satisfied students all over the world. The

original lectures have been continuously expanded and updated by the Manhattan Review team, an

enthusiastic group of master GMAT professionals and senior academics. Our team ensures that

Manhattan Review offers the most time-efficient and cost-effective preparation available for the

GMAT. Please visit www.ManhattanReview.com for further details.

In addition to the GMAT being challenging, I find that the Data Sufficiency section of the exam is

probably the strangest part of the quantitative portion of the exam. In confusing times, Manhattan

ReviewÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Data Sufficiency Guide saves the day. This manual teaches students the

different types of questions that can appear on the exam and effective strategies to solve them

quickly. Writers of this books have thought like the test makers to walk you through this section,

highlighting the most important parts, that can generally be pretty daunting. The manual covers

basics like searching for keywords and gradually delves into how to make the correct assumptions

and think like the test maker. This book really helped me overcome my anxiety about data

sufficiency problems on the GMAT.
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